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COUNTY OF ANDROSCOGGIN,— Representative Districts,— Sheet No, 1,
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/  Bancroft plant’n,
,  Cary pi. (11, R. 1), 
/  Oaktield plant’n,












> No. 3 pi. (R. 3),
_












































Letter C, R. 2, pi
Letter D, R. 2, pi
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Chesterville, // ¿ a ¿* /-
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Wilton, 2.3,7 'S 3 , /
























New Sharon, f t . 27



































* Letter E plant’n, 3
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S No. 8 plantation
ji No. 9 plantation,
No. 10 plantation,































, /  Windsor,

















COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT.— Representative Districts.— -Sheet No. 30,


















No. 2 Grand Falls pi
) ’ No. 1 plantation,
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